


Helps us find a personal stake in something that has happened to someone 
else



Facts support stories, not the reverse









Over 40 organizations weighed into the process, contributing ideas, testing, 
and molding our story



The work we do needs to be grounded in common values. These values 
resonate not just with the progressive left but large portions of the American 
public. By grounding in values we overcome partisanship.



















Goal is to tell a shared story across our issues









Key Things:
-- Starts with common values and experience
-- Speak to grievances in detail -- Unable to make ends meet, struggling to 
keep our families together.
-- Alludes to history. This is not a 4 years ago or even 12 years ago 
phenomenon
-- Names despair people are feeling and hopelessness* for the future.

*More on despair felt my Americans here --
https://www.axios.com/americans-agree-everythings-getting-worse-future-
07fd5f78-7229-4f69-8950-af4d7a80729a.html

https://www.axios.com/americans-agree-everythings-getting-worse-future-07fd5f78-7229-4f69-8950-af4d7a80729a.html




Key Things:
-- Explicitly names both political and economic elite as the problem (this 
includes leadership of both parties); elite and establishment can be 
used interchangeably
-- Names their choice in rigging the rules to advantage themselves 
above others
-- Names their choice to stoke fear and divide us against each other
-- Names the impact it’s having on us -- the more detail the better
-- Names that this is not a new problem, it’s been going on for some 
time.



This problem is the same core issue connecting many issues, some of which 
are listed here. The same same historical pattern of fanning the flames of 
difference and dehumanization to extract profit from the masses and keep 
power in the hands of a few is at the core of all of the above problems.





Key Things:
-- Names the values we have in common
-- Names our differences explicitly



Key Things:
•Explicitly names both political and economic establishment as the 
problem (this includes leadership of both parties)
•Names choice that they are making
•Identifies that it is the choices they are making, rather than any fixed 
identity that sets them against us
•Names division they are creating names points the finger at poor, 
black, immigrants as the people to blame. Can also be broadened 
to show that they set up hierarchies of deserving and undeserving, 
human and less human, that pit us against each other and keep them 
in power.
•Poor white supremacists, that is non-elite Rupert Murdoch type white 
supremacists are people who have fallen victim to the divisions created 
by political and economic elites. They are (dangerous) pawns who 
believe the inequality and injustice and racist fear mongering.



Key Things:
-- Foreshadows that we have done this before and we can do it 

again. That combats cynicism and gives people an image from the past 
that we can rise into once more

-- Names coming together across differences explicitly
-- Inclusive vision of the future that explicitly belongs to everyone 

regardless of differences -- this critically helps people understand that 
they are welcome and belong in our shared future

-- [Choice/ Call to action] Choice is where you include the action 
you want people to take. “Let them continue to divide us or pass 
Medicare for all” ““Let them continue to divide us or come together 
support the rights of immigrants to make a better future for their 
families” “Let them continue to divide us or come together and rally at 
city hall to demand justice”
-- Choice is where you include the action you want people to take. “Let them 
continue to divide us or pass Medicare for all” ““Let them continue to divide 
us or come together support the rights of immigrants to make a better future 
for their families” “Let them continue to divide us or come together and rally 
at city hall to demand justice”



Key Things:

The framing of the political and economic establishment/ elite as the 
problem means that sometimes, if not often times people who are 
technically democrats are part of the “Them”. Democrats, and 
Republicans for that matter can join the “Us” if they make different 
choices that don’t exacerbate fear and oppression or policies that 
increase profit for the 1% at the expense of the “Us” but they, and 
everyone, must demonstrate whose side they are on.



Key Things:
-- Show don’t tell. We show the diversity of the of who we are 

talking about through the images we use. Rather than laundry listing 
every single identity in our story we show the inclusive future we are 
creating by showing who is welcome and belongs in our future.

-- Imagery is how we show who we are talking about





Key Things
-- We want to be explicit about the vision we are trying to create and the 
values that underlie it.
-- We want to explicilty mention that the world we are working towards is an 
inclusive one “ were people can thrive no matter the color of their skin, 
gender, religion, who they love”
-- We want to talk about the vision in detail. This is not a place to not be clear. 
What does the future look like? what can people do? What are their live like?







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vST61W4bGm8

Click on image to play video 



More on Trump’s narrative here: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ShX6yBU_GFS_X4aFrBZbd9vNVW85S
1XHcvsIsF2lD6g/edit#

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ShX6yBU_GFS_X4aFrBZbd9vNVW85S1XHcvsIsF2lD6g/edit














Key Point:
This story is only as powerful as what accompanies it. Using it to support 
racist candidates, tax cuts for billionaires, etc will dampen the brand, confuse 
the story.
The more our solutions, campaigns and champions speak to solving the 
problem set out in the story the stronger the story and progressive brand are.



















Writer of Borderlands/ La Frontera and This Bridge Called My Back
--She also developed theories about the marginal, in-between, and mixed 
cultures that develop along borders.

Was an American scholar of Chicana cultural theory, feminist theory, and 
queer theory.

Revisit assumptions from the day before
Write down your values and what they mean

Values you resonate with in the meta-narrative
Values that drive your work
EXAMPLE: Freedom -- everyone is able to live their life freely and fully and 

come together for the common good
Write down on post- its
Share in groups of 5
Cluster values



Notes
Emotion is the driver of action. People must see and feel the problem before 
they are inspired to take action.





This picture is from the campaign to desegregate Nashville in 1960.

This campaign was intentionally constructed to make visible the story of 
segregation in the South. The “Us” was meant to reach people of moral 
integrity and was embodied by young college students from Fisk University. 
The “Them” is the powers that choose to uphold and perpetuate the violent 
system of segregation, embodied in the campaign by Woolworth, Mayor Ben 
West, and local white supremacists. 

Through an escalating series of sit-ins, marches, and boycotts, this campaign 
made visible the story of the problem of segregation in the South and the 
danger to values of equality and human dignity that it posed. In just a few 
short months, and as a result of public pressure, both the Mayor and 
Woolworth made a different choice with respect to the problem of 
segregation and chose to integrate public spaces.

That began the formal desegregation of Nashville. The story and 
implementation of this campaign was then replicated across the entire South.

More on this here: https://www.blackpast.org/african-american-
history/nashville-sit-ins-1960/

https://www.blackpast.org/african-american-history/nashville-sit-ins-1960/






This picture from the protests in the aftermath of the protests in Ferguson, 
MO sets up the story of the fight against police brutality. This young person 
with their hands up represents the “Us,” an open-handed person just trying to 
live with dignity. The police in their riot gear represent the militarization 
created by the “Them” to over-police the communities of color that they 
exploit. This picture helps reveal the injustice of the status quo.



The wall is one of Trump’s strongest symbols to support his story. It is the 
physical representation of the security he is bringing to his “Us” [read, 
“hardworking,” white Americans] and the representation of his commitment 
to keep out his “Them,” undocumented immigrants.





This action by Avazz helps dramatize and frame the story of the fight for gun 
reform. The capitol is the symbolic representation of the “Them,” the actors 
who are choosing to be more responsive to the big-money interests who 
persuade them to not act on gun reform. The empty shoes represent the 
stakes of their inaction and the cost for the “Us.”



The Freedom Rides helped create a visual embodiment of the future to be 
won on the other side of the struggle for Civil Rights. Black and white people 
together moving freely is a vision of the future they were trying to create.



Click on left image to play video 





Click on image to play video 

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s election video tells a clear, morally grounded story 
about taking power in NYC that has a clear Problem, Us, Them, Choice and 
Vision.





Click on image to play video 

-- Your members are probably the best people to tell your story. They can link 
their personal experience to the broader problem and frame their action/ 
membership with your organization as part of their choice to win an inclusive, 
better future.

In this video members of If Not Now communicate their personal stories and 
the meta-narrative of If Not Now from a moral grounding, advancing values of 
dignity and freedom for all.

















Watch from where video starts to 23:34

Click on image to play video 



Hearts and hands, stories are what prepare people to take action



Click on image to play video 



Click on image to play video 



Click on image to play video 



Click on image to play video 



Click on image to play video 



Click on image to play video 



Click on image to play video 



Hearts and hands, Stories are what prepare people to take action



Click on image to play video 



Click on image to play video 


